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What's the biggest challenge with Bing Ads? If you're like most search marketers, your 

answer is probably "search volume." You may tend to prioritize your PPC efforts to the 

channels that have the most volume.

 

But search volume isn't actually the problem. Google AdWords has more search market 

share, yes, but that doesn't mean you can't see an amazing ROI on your Bing 

Ads investment.

  

Because Google is the market-leader, Bing Ads has spent a considerable effort to ensure 

you can import your AdWords campaigns into Bing – and that's great. While importing 

campaigns from Adwords to Bing Ads is a pretty painless process, it isn't a 
mindless process.
 

YouYou can't simply take a campaign that functions on AdWords 

and expect it to work the same with Bing. If you're just 

importing your AdWords campaigns to Bing and not changing 

anything, then yes, you'll be saying, "Bing has low volume". 

And you'll still be wrong.

 

GoogleGoogle AdWords and Bing Ads are similar, but quite different 

platforms. You need to make changes and optimizations after 

you’ve imported into Bing Ads to be successful.

 

This is why you might be dooming your Bing Ads campaigns 

before they even begin. 

IT DOESN'T HAVE TO BE THIS WAY.
  

Bing Ads can start bringing in new revenue for your company or clients today. To set 

your brand, business, or clients up for big Bing PPC success, you just need to start 

identifying, understanding, and optimizing a few options and settings that differ from 

Google AdWords.

 

ReadRead on to discover exactly which changes are paramount to achieving paid search wins 

with Bing Ads. 

Are Your Bing Ads Campaigns
DOOMED Before They Even Start?

INTRODUCTION



This helpful guide is a game-changer for advertisers who have given up on Bing Ads, or 

perhaps never even gave them a fair chance. This guide won’t provide a 100 percent 

walk-through of Bing Ads, but it will focus on the highest-priority Bing Ads concepts and 

features that will significantly improve your ROI as you move from Google AdWords to 

Bing Ads. 

ThisThis guide is intended for experienced marketers and advertisers with a strong working 

knowledge of terms and acronyms used within PPC marketing, Google AdWords, and 

Bing Ads. 

Important note: This guide was conceptualized and created solely by Lisa Raehsler of Big 

Click Co. It was not created in collaboration with or on behalf of Bing Ads. The goal of this 

report is to help other advertisers succeed on Bing Ads.
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Here are just a few facts and figures:
 

Desktop and mobile search ad revenues reached $25 billion in 2014, according to the 

IAB Internet Advertising Revenue Report (April 2015).

DesktopDesktop and mobile search revenues combined were more than $13.7 billion in the first 

half of 2015, according to the IAB Internet Advertising Revenue Report (October 2015) – 

meaning 2015 revenues were on pace to surpass 2014.

Google accounted for 63.8 percent of all U.S. desktop search queries (11.1 billion), while 

Bing accounted for 21.1 percent (3.7 billion) and Yahoo for 12.4 percent (2.2 billion), 

according to comScore’s December 2015 U.S. Desktop Search Engine Rankings.

 

SomeSome 32.2 percent of searches were powered by Bing (Bing 

powers the search results for Yahoo, AOL, Siri, Cortana and 

more), also according to comScore’s data.

THE NUMBERS ARE GROWING.
 

WhileWhile the comScore stats above are just for one month and 

are the latest data available as of this writing, Google has held 

a firm grip on 60+ percent of U.S. searches for several years 

now. But Bing has made slow and steady progress since 

launching with an 8.4 percent share of the search market in 

2009. 

TheThe data reflects desktop searches. There is growing and significant search volume 

occurring on mobile devices. Last year, Google announced that mobile searches had 

surpassed desktop searches, therefore we can make an assumption that there are at 

least an additional 11 billion search queries in a month that take place on mobile on 

Google alone!

The state of paid search and PPC
marketing is STRONG!

2016 STATE OF PPC
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Google AdWords reaches everyone, right? This is not the whole picture. If you aren’t 

advertising on Bing Ads, you’re potentially missing out on new customers and business.

According to Bing Ads data: 
 

There are 4.7 billion searches conducted every month on Bing, good for 33 percent of 

the U.S. search market. Bing Ads reaches 160 million unique searchers, including 56 

million searchers not reached on Google.

Bing users spend 24 percent more online than average Internet searchers.Bing users spend 24 percent more online than average Internet searchers.

Forty percent of the Bing Ads audience is between 35 to 54 years old, while 28 percent is 

between the ages of 18 to 34 years old. 

A third of Bing’s audience earns $100,000 or more annually. 

While the data is interesting and impressive on the surface, many advertising 

professionals and marketing experts have observed first-hand better performance 

creating specific strategies for the Bing Ads platform.









WHY INVEST IN
BING ADS?
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In the B2B space, where CPCs are high and so is competition, we've found Bing to not 

only perform better than Google, but at a significantly lower cost. 

For that reason, we often launch new campaigns on Bing first to see what keywords and 

ad copy perform best, and then roll out the best performers to Google, ensuring 

efficiency on Google where CPCs are higher.

Bing's audience is also different from Google. There are millions of searchers on Bing 

who do not use Google at all. 

We'veWe've found a greater proportion of C-level decision makers on Bing compared with 

Google. When you're targeting business executives, you need to be on Bing or you're 

missing out on a large percentage of them.

Search Supervisor at gyro
MELISSA MACKEY

Melissa Mackey is Search Supervisor at gyro, 

the largest independent B2B agency in the 

world. A veteran PPC marketer, she helps 

clients achieve maximum ROI from paid 

search.  Mackey writes about PPC and search 

marketing strategy regularly for several 

industry publications, and also runs her own 

blblog, Beyond the Paid. She is a 2015 Microsoft 

MVP Award Recipient for Bing Ads.
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If you were running a PPC campaign targeting people who live 

in New York City and a campaign targeting people who live in 

London, would you use the exact same ad copy? Of course 

not. The U.S. and the U.K. are different.

SuccessfullySuccessfully importing your Google AdWords campaigns into 

Bing Ads is a bit like navigating the differences between 

American English and British English. Sure, a great number of 

the words are the same, but there are many British words 

that have quite different meanings than American words. 

SIMILAR BUT DIFFERENT.

GoogleGoogle AdWords and Bing Ads are two similar PPC platforms in many ways, but also 

different. The following section will detail the key differences you’ll need to understand 

to successfully import your campaigns from Google to Bing. 

We’ll start by briefly looking at what you can and can’t import from Google AdWords into 

Bing Ads, and then take a deep dive into budgets, keywords, geo-targeting, and many 

more options.

Your PPC Campaigns for
SUCCESS on Bing Ads.

HOW TO SETUP
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Can Be Imported:
 

Campaigns: select specific 

campaigns

Campaign budget imports as daily, 

but can be changed to monthly

CCampaign Locations: city, states, and 

bid adjustment by location; radius 

targeting; excluded location; location 

intent setting

Campaign end date

Ad Groups: includes default bid; 

paused adgroups

AAds - Ad rotation options differs 

between the platforms- if the 

Adwords setting is not supported by 

Bing Ads it will default on optimize 

for clicks

Keywords: paused keywords; bids

Negative Keywords: campaign and 

adgroup

Ad extensions 

Mobile bid adjustments

Product Targets

PProduct Groups

Campaign Criterion

Cannot Be Imported:
 

Broad match negative keywords: 

changed to phrase match

Ad extensions Bing does not offer

NNetwork distribution settings: 

campaign type

Negative keyword lists

AdWords to Bing Ads
THE IMPORT
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Both Google and Bing have extensive search partners that also serve your ads. At times 

the results can vary dramatically, so it’s important to understand the network targeting 

options in both platforms.

In AdWords, Google targets search partners by default. However, you can opt out by 

unchecking the box in the campaigns settings. The reporting is limited to the 

performance stats on the search partner networks as a whole, but no details on any 

specific networks.

InIn Bing Ads, you can see results by syndicated search partner under “publisher website” 

in the dimensions tab. Poor performing partner sites can be excluded via the website 

exclusions option in the campaign settings.

Takeaways: 
 

Once campaigns are imported in Bing Ads, review publisher websites for poor 

performers; exclude them individually.

ToTo opt-out of the syndicated search partners (entirely) due to overall poor performance, 

select Bing, AOL, and Yahoo search only in the advanced settings for ad distribution in 

the ad group settings. 





SEARCH PARTNERS
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PPC budgets are one of the driving forces in account strategy and optimizations. 

Understanding how the platforms differ in budget controls is paramount for any PPC 

marketer.

Whether you use Bing Ads or AdWords, there’s one guarantee: your ads will stop 

running once your budget has been depleted (for the day or month).

Takeaways: 
 

After you’ve imported from AdWords, use Bing Ads’ bid and budget tools to explore 

performance estimates. Compare the budget recommendations to what you set to 

determine if the recommendations make sense and can roll out efficiently. 

IfIf this is not clear, a good way to adjust initial budgets to Bing is to set them at 30 - 50 

percent of your AdWords budget.

If some keywords seem to have limited traffic, use accelerated serving, but watch for ads 

ending too soon in the day. If you see a few high-volume keywords dominating the 

budget, consider creating a new campaign for them.

AdWordsAdWords offers a shared budget feature that isn’t supported in Bing Ads. Are you using 

this feature? If so, why? For example, if it’s for ease of account management, you may 

consider not importing as many campaigns to simplify management. 









DAILY BUDGETS
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Caps can be set daily or monthly. 

Choosing the monthly budget 

option means it’s possible you will 

run out of money long before the 

end of the month if you get a lot 

of clicks on your ads quickly.

Budgets are set daily per campaign. Google can over-deliver and 

charge advertisers costs of up to +20 percent of the daily budget cap 

in an attempt to capture traffic on higher volume search days. It’s like 

borrowing budget from days that do not use the entire budget. The 

campaigns budget should net out at the end of the month. It is 

possible to hack the system and set a monthly budget in AdWords. To 

do this, you can either manually pre-pay each month from a credit 

cacard or get a monthly invoice.



The goal of this guide was to focus on key actionable items, rather than covering every 

possible difference between the Google AdWords and BIng Ads platforms. Many topics, 

such as retargeting, keyword bids auction, and quality scores, could easily warrant an 

in-depth analysis. 

Hopefully this guide will help you as you optimize for performance in Bing Ads after 

importing from AdWords and position you for better ROI with lower CPCs and CPAs and 

higher conversion rates. 

ItIt all starts by understanding the platforms are not the same – and they shouldn’t be! 

This is a great opportunity for advertisers, in many cases, to generate incremental 

revenue or leads. And who doesn’t want to want to be the office PPC winner?

CONCLUSION
Keyword matching options in AdWords and Bing Ads are, to all appearances, the same. 

Both support broad match, broad match modified, phrase match, and exact match.

An important factor to watch is the “close variant” for keyword matching by both 

AdWords and Bing Ads. You must make sure that the most relevant search queries are 

triggering ads and you’re getting the most efficient results for your budget.

With

The goal of this guide was to focus on key actionable items, rather than covering every 

possible difference between the Google AdWords and BIng Ads platforms. Many topics, 

such as retargeting, keyword bids auction, and quality scores, could easily warrant an 

in-depth analysis. 

Hopefully this guide will help you as you optimize for performance in Bing Ads after 

importing from AdWords and position you for better ROI with lower CPCs and CPAs and 

higher conversion rates. 

It

With broad match, close keyword variations will trigger an ad even if that keyword isn't 

in the keyword list. This includes minor variations, such as plurals, stemmings, 

abbreviations, acronyms, accents, spacing, and misspelling, punctuation, blending and 

splitting (e.g., sunset or sun set).

Close

The goal of this guide was to focus on key actionable items, rather than covering every 

possible difference between the Google AdWords and BIng Ads platforms. Many topics, 

such as retargeting, keyword bids auction, and quality scores, could easily warrant an 

in-depth analysis. 

Hopefully this guide will help you as you optimize for performance in Bing Ads after 

importing from AdWords and position you for better ROI with lower CPCs and CPAs and 

higher conversion rates. 

ItIt all starts by understanding the platforms are not the same – and they shouldn’t be! 

This is a great opportunity for advertisers, in many cases, to generate incremental 

revenue or leads. And who doesn’t want to want to be the office PPC winner?

Close variations will not only trigger on broad match, but can also trigger phrase and 

exact match keywords, although these match types offer more control in both 

platforms. Usually it isn’t necessary to add close variations as keywords in either 

platform, but checking the query report regularly will guide your decisions about 

whether a close variation should be added. 

ForFor example, if a close variant means the difference between the landing pages you are 

using – as in “buying software” or “using software”. Focus on negatives will be critical as 

close variants can represent a different meaning and searcher intent than the original 

keyword.

Takeaways: 
 

With less search volume, it may be necessary to “relax” restrictions on keywords in Bing With less search volume, it may be necessary to “relax” restrictions on keywords in Bing 

Ads. Exact match may perform better changed to phrase match, for example. The key is 

to identify the value of the keywords by your goals, and reassign a match type 

appropriately. You may wish to start out with the same match type, but don’t leave it 

unattended.

Negatives are the secret sauce to loosening up keyword matching in Bing.

FocusFocus on negatives will also be critical as close variants can represent a different 

meaning and searcher intent than the original keyword.







KEYWORDS
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Negative keywords are critical for filtering out irrelevant traffic, preventing unwanted 

click cost, and improving overall performance of a campaign. You add negative 

keywords at the campaign and ad group level in both platforms.

AdWords and Bing Ads have shared lists that can be created to apply a group of negative 

keywords to several campaigns. If you manage negative keywords primarily through 

lists in AdWords, your negative keywords won’t be imported into Bing.

InIn AdWords, negative broad match keywords do not apply to any close variants of the 

keyword in the search query. For example, if you wanted to eliminate plurals or 

misspellings from triggering an ad, you need to add them as negatives separately. Ads 

still may show on queries that contain one of the terms, if the negative keyword term 

has multiple words.

AdWordsAdWords lets you add negative keywords under broad, phrase, or exact match types. 

Bing doesn’t support broad match negatives. Bing Ads negative match types are limited 

to exact and phrase match, with phrase match being the default match type. If you 

import your negative keyword list to Bing, all broad match types would automatically be 

considered the default phrase match in Bing.

Takeaways: 
 

IfIf you manage negative keywords primarily through lists in AdWords, your negative 

keywords won’t be imported in Bing.

Use the basic lists, but employ a new negative keyword development policy to regularly 

check search query reports in Bing Ads and create a unique lists specifically for Bing.

Broad match negatives imported into Bing Ads will default to phrase match.







NEGATIVE
KEYWORDS
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AdWords geotargeting offers with a few 

extra features that are not supported by 

Bing Ads. AdWords’ location groups allow 

you to target by:

Demographics: Income groups.
Places of interest: Universities, airports, 
commercial areas.

My locations: My locations: Your location feeds.

BingBing Ads has many geotargeting settings 

supported in imports from AdWords, 

including countries and regions, cities, 

metro areas, and states/provinces. Radius 

targeting, used to reach people around a 

certain address or landmark, is also 

supported on import. 













GEOTARGETING
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Intent plays a role in both platforms to offer the ability to refine the geotargeting:

Serving ads to people who both live in the targeted area and people who show interest in the area.

Limiting targeting to those actually located in the area.

People showing an interest in the targeted area but not necessarily physically located there.

BothBoth offer excluded locations which outlines the locations to not serve ads to. This easily flows into Bing Ads when importing 

campaigns from AdWords. The settings are identical between platforms, so the import process should not yield any 

challenges.

Takeaways: 
 

Bing ads does not support the location groups exactly. However, you can do “places of interest” targeting by using the radius 

targeting to see if a place is recognized as landmark or has been added as an address or coordinates.

IfIf volume is a concern in your selected geotargeting, consider expanding the target slightly. For example, instead of a targeting 

a city, target a radius around a city. For a country, layer on state targeting with higher bids to get more exposure on higher 

performing states.

Now is the right time to consider locations optimizations. Use data in the AdWords dimensions report to analyze performance 

by geography. Adjust geotargeting and use bid modifiers to control serving in Bing based on this historical information, if you 

have not already done so in AdWords.



For the purposes of this guide, the import and optimization options will be covered, but realize that many factors go into 

keyword bidding. 

Many PPC sources have cited lower CPCs on Bing Ads due to lower competition on the Bing, AOL, and Yahoo search network. 

Keyword bids will import into Bing Ads exactly as they have been set in AdWords. 

Once the keywords bids are imported, the bids can be bulk edited – and you have several options to change them. You can do 

so by selecting any keywords you wish to change the bid for and select “edit”. Bing Ads provides the option to change the bids 

based on the selected keywords:

Set all to the same CPC bid amount.Set all to the same CPC bid amount.

Increase by a percentage or dollar amount with a maximum.

Decrease by a percentage or dollar amount with a maximum.

Increase to estimated top of page bids with a maximum.

Increase to estimated first page bids with a maximum.

Once you’ve made your selection, you have the opportunity to preview the current bid versus the new bid before saving the 

changes.

NoticeNotice that if you chose to increase to top of page or first page bid, and that estimated bid is lower than the current bid (which 

was imported from AdWords) no changes will be made.

Takeaways:

After importing in Bing Ads, it makes sense to reduce the keyword bids because most advertisers will be paying more per click 

on Google. The instructions above are the easiest way to accomplish this.

However, to get more accurate bids, use the Bing Ads keyword planner to run all or a subset of keywords to use Bing’s Max 

CPC recommendations or determine a percentage to reduce bids.

KEYWORD BIDS
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Mobile devices now drive more than 50 percent of paid search clicks, according to Kenshoo data, making mobile visibility for 

search marketers’ PPC ads a high priority. Mobile bid adjustments help advertisers to change a bid higher or lower for mobile 

devices based on a percentage of the desktop bid. Your product or service, website, ideal customer, or marketing strategies 

can determine how mobile is approached.  Understanding the AdWords and Bing mobile bid adjustments options can help to 

streamline your PPC account.

InIn AdWords, bid adjustments can be set at the campaign and ad group level, with the ad group taking precedence over 

campaign, if set. Bid adjustments can range from -100% to +300% with no adjustments for computers or tablets. The +300% 

cap does not apply for call-only ads on mobile devices.

ForFor Bing Ads, campaign-level bid modifiers for mobile range from -100  to +300 percent of the baseline bid, with -100% being 

a mobile opt-out. It is not possible to completely opt-out of ads serving to tablets, but you can opt-out of serving to 

smartphones. Bing Ads provides specific bid control over tablets and smartphones separately, which is a big win for savvy PPC 

optimizers. Tablet modifiers can be set -20 percent to +300 percent, while smartphone modifiers range from -100 percent to 

+300 percent. Desktops and laptop bids cannot be adjusted because it stands as the baseline bid.

Takeaways:

BingBing does not allow mobile bid adjustments at the ad group level, so if that is 

critical to your campaign structure and strategy in AdWords, you may need to 

create separate campaigns to accommodate different bid modifiers. 

ReviewReview the mobile and tablet performance in AdWords by viewing 

performance results by device. Are there campaigns that have never converted 

or have poor performance? This is a good opportunity to greatly reduce or 

opt-out of mobile on Bing Ads. This may require slightly changing structure if 

poor performers are in conflict with high performers since the bid adjustments 

in Bing are only at campaign level. 

UseUse the bid adjustment simulator in AdWords to determine if there is any 

additional predicted value. If so, consider using this as a guide to increase bids 

on Bing Ads on core keywords.

MOBILE BID ADJUSTMENTS
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The goal of this guide was to focus on key actionable items, rather than covering every 

possible difference between the Google AdWords and BIng Ads platforms. Many topics, 

such as retargeting, keyword bids auction, and quality scores, could easily warrant an 

in-depth analysis. 

Hopefully this guide will help you as you optimize for performance in Bing Ads after 

importing from AdWords and position you for better ROI with lower CPCs and CPAs and 

higher conversion rates. 

ItIt all starts by understanding the platforms are not the same – and they shouldn’t be! 

This is a great opportunity for advertisers, in many cases, to generate incremental 

revenue or leads. And who doesn’t want to want to be the office PPC winner?

CONCLUSION
Ad copy descriptions and dynamic keywords are two essential areas where AdWords 

and Bing Ads differ – so it’s critical to check your ad copy after you’ve imported 

campaigns.

Descriptions:

In AdWords, ad copy in the description field is divided into two lines of 35 characters 

each, totaling 70. Bing Ads, however, uses one long description line with a 71-character 

limit. 

Dynamic Keywords:

The goal of this guide was to focus on key actionable items, rather than covering every 

possible difference between the Google AdWords and BIng Ads platforms. Many topics, 

such as retargeting, keyword bids auction, and quality scores, could easily warrant an 

in-depth analysis. 

Hopefully this guide will help you as you optimize for performance in Bing Ads after 

importing from AdWords and position you for better ROI with lower CPCs and CPAs and 

higher conversion rates. 

It

Dynamic Keywords:

AdWords dynamic keyword insertion differs from Bing Ads in how it inserts dynamic 

copy into the ad. AdWords inserts one of the keywords from your keyword list that 

matches the search query. However, in Bing Ads, the actual search query itself is 

inserted into the ad.

Device Preference:

Both

It all starts by understanding the platforms are not the same – and they shouldn’t be! 

This is a great opportunity for advertisers, in many cases, to generate incremental 

revenue or leads. And who doesn’t want to want to be the office PPC winner?

Both platforms allow you to create ads with a device preference, but AdWords is the only 

one that allows a special URL for mobile device traffic.

Takeaways: 
 

Check how the two ad description lines have imported into the Bing Ads as one longer 

line to ensure it conveys the intended message.

IfIf you are using dynamic keyword insertion, think about the impact on the ad message 

considering the differences noted above. The search query keyword inserted into the ad 

has a higher chance of changing the meaning. This will require a long thought behind 

match types and negatives to port over this tactic.

Both platforms allow you to create a mobile preference ad. If you haven’t done this 

already, now can be a good time to do so.







AD COPY
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Ad extensions are one of the greatest features of both 

platforms. These provide “bonus” information in the form of 

text descriptors, reviews, phone numbers, or even images. A 

savvy PPC manager can max out these extensions and gain 

better CTRs for campaigns. 

AdAd extensions available in both AdWords and Bing Ads will 

import into Bing Ads. This includes: sitelinks, location, app, 

and call extensions. 

The chart on the right details the availability of ad extensions 

in each platform.

Takeaways: 
 

CheckCheck the ad extensions for each campaign to ensure they have imported correctly and 

are assigned to the correct campaigns. 

Determine if any ad copy changes make sense on BIng Ads, considering the slightly 

different Bing user demographics.

Stay ahead of the curve! Watch Bing Ads for newly released ad extensions and those 

coming out of pilot to be poised to launch once the extensions are released to all 

advertisers.

AD EXTENSIONS
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Ad scheduling can be crucial to advertisers who reply on running ads only during specific 

days or weeks or hours of the day to reach their PPC goals. Common uses may include:

Business hours

Customer service or sales hours

Promotional periods

Budget control

Performance optimization

AllAll ads are scheduled to run 24 hours a day, 7 days a week by default in both platforms. 

This may not fit all business models, so you may have employed an ad scheduling 

strategy on your campaigns. 

Both AdWords and Bing Ads support scheduling and allow you to set bid adjustments 

for certain times of the day.

There is, however, a major difference between the platforms when it comes to ad 

scheduling.

Google’sGoogle’s targeting is based on the time zone selected when you initially created your 
AdWords account – meaning every campaign and every schedule defaults to your 
AdWords account time zone. it is critical to adjust to the audience using your time zone 

as the base.

Bing targeting hours are based on the Bing targeting hours are based on the location of the searcher viewing the ad. When 
the time zone settings are imported from Google, Bing assigns the time zone of the Bing 

account. However, the time zone setting has no impact on the campaign since the 

viewer’s location is defining the serving hours of the ads.

Takeaways: 
 

BecauseBecause of the serving method of Bing Ads, no changes are needed for time zone, 

except to remove any adjustments made in ad scheduling in AdWords to 

hack/accommodate the AdWords account settings.













AD SCHEDULING
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Ad rotation lets you control how your ads are served when there are multiple ads in an 

ad group. 

There are two similar settings between AdWords and Bing Ads:

Optimize for clicks

Rotate evenly

If you have selected a different AdWords ad rotation type that is not supported by Bing 

Ads, the setting will import into Bing as the default setting, which is optimize for clicks. 

Takeaways: Takeaways: 
 

Check your ad rotation setting after importing campaigns into Bing Ads. Change it to 

rotate evenly, if that is your preference. 

AD ROTATION
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After importing a campaign from Google 

AdWords to Bing Ads, that campaign is no longer 

a “Google” campaign. As such you have to 

recognize all the ways that Bing Ads differs and 

how that impacts your new campaign. 

There'sThere's a proverbial laundry list of items to check 

off before launching. The following list are some 

of the most important to consider:

Bids and budgets: Hopefully, these are the "duh" 
settings - as in you should know to address these 

the instant your import finishes loading!

DeviceDevice bid modifiers: Mobile performance can and does differ between Google and 
Bing. Adjust accordingly. Bing also allows you to modify tablet bids (Google does not!).

Location settings: If your campaign has simple geographic targets, this isn't as big of a 
deal. However, if you have complex location settings, carefully review to ensure that 

everything passed through the import intact. 

AdAd extensions: Call extension settings vary from Google to Bing, and many advertisers 
use separate numbers per channel. Logic for location extensions is different. Even 

sitelinks vary – Bing orders them from 1 to 10 and this can play into how sitelinks show 

in the SERPs. Review carefully.

TargetingTargeting on search and syndicated partners: If you are opted into Google's Search 
Partners, after import into Bing Ads, you will be opted into the Bing Syndicated Partner 

Network. This can be a valuable channel to run your search ads on, but performance can 

be volatile. Furthermore, the settings for search and syndicated partners is a bit 

different (and far more verbose) than Google. Perhaps the biggest thing here: you have 

the option to run search and syndicated partners in separate campaigns. The 

advantages here are huge (separate budgets, bids, ad testing, etc.) and you may want to 

take advantage.take advantage.

The list goes on from here, but these are things you should absolutely be checking into 

before uploading a freshly-imported campaign to Bing Ads.

Managing Partner at Clix Marketing
JOHN LEE
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The goal of this guide was to focus on key actionable items, rather than covering every 

possible difference between the Google AdWords and BIng Ads platforms. Many topics, 

such as retargeting, keyword bids auction, and quality scores, could easily warrant an 

in-depth analysis. 

Hopefully this guide will help you as you optimize for performance in Bing Ads after 

importing from AdWords and position you for better ROI with lower CPCs and CPAs and 

higher conversion rates. 

ItIt all starts by understanding the platforms are not the same – and they shouldn’t be! 

This is a great opportunity for advertisers, in many cases, to generate incremental 

revenue or leads. And who doesn’t want to want to be the office PPC winner?

CONCLUSION
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